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Notation
Unless the contrary is stated, all matrices are understood to be complex and of type

n x n. The transposed conjugate of A is denoted by A*. The non-negative square roots of the
characteristic roots of A*A are called the singular values of A ; they will be denoted by
s{{A), * = 1, ... , n, where s1(A)^...^sn(A). The symbol [A]k denotes the kxk submatrix
standing in the upper left-hand corner of A. We shall write Ej(zlt ... , zn) for the j-th
elementary symmetric function of zv ... , zn, and Ef(A) for the j - th elementary symmetric
function of the characteristic roots of A. I t is understood that, throughout, l ^ j ^ f c^w .

Introduction
The object of the present note is to generalize a number of extremal properties involving

characteristic roots and singular values of matrices, which were discovered by Ky Fan. Thus,
for example, two maximum principles for completely continuous operators in Hilbert space
[4, Theorem 1] can be stated, for the case of finite matrices, in the following form. Let
Ax, ... , Am be given matrices, and write

a{ = s i ( A 1 ) . . . s i ( A J (» = l , . . . , n ) ( I )
T h e n

sup | t r ([U^ ... UmAmUm+1]k) | = ax + ... + ak,

sup | det {[U^ ... UmAmUm+l]k) = at ... ak,

where both upper bounds are taken with respect to all sets of unitary matrices Uv ... , UmH.
We shall obtain the following generalization of these formulae.

THEOREM 1. Let Av ..., Am be any given matrices, and let <xv ..., an be defined by (1).
Then

sup | E,( [U.A,... UmAmUm+1]k) | = Efa, ... , ak),

where the upper bound is taken with respect to all sets of unitary matrices Uv ... , Um+V

For the more special case of normal matrices, we shall establish

THEOREM 2. Let N be a normal matrix with characteristic roots wv ... , wn, where

| o>i | > • • • > | un | ; and let rbea positive integer. Then

sup J0,( [V*(N*U*Y(UNYV]k) = E,( | Wl |2r, ... , | wt | 20.

where the upper bound is taken with respect to all pairs of unitary matrices U, V.
Whenj = 1, this theorem can be stated in the form

here the upper bound is taken with respect to all unitary matrices U and all sets of orthonormal
vectors xv ... , xk. This result is due to Ky Fan [2, Theorem 2].

Finally, we shall obtain a relation for hermitian matrices.
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THEOREM 3. JfH is a non-negative hermitian matrixluith characteristic roots a>{^ ... ^con,
then

sup ̂ ( [ P ' f f t f y - ^ K , ...,«*),
•where the upper bound is taken with respect to all unitary matrices U.

For j = 1, this result reduces to [2, Theorem l]f ; for j = k it reduces to [3, Lemma 3].
Theorem 1 (or, more precisely, a result equivalent to it) was established recently by

Marcus and Moyls [7, Theorem 3]. Their statement and proof of the theorem involve concepts
(such as those of exterior products and compound matrices) which are proper to multilinear
algebra. It may, however, be of some interest to observe that an entirely elementary treat-
ment is possible, and that the results stated above follow almost immediately from known
inequalities. Our discussion is based largely on the work of de Bruijn [1].

Preliminary results
We shall need to quote a few results from the literature.
LEMMA I. Let Xv ... , An be complex numbers and fxv ... , fxn real numbers, and suppose

that
| At | > . . . 3 * | An |, fj.^ . . . > fj,n

a n d | A, ... A , - | ^ / x x ... JU.,- (i = l, ... , n ) ( 2 )

Then \Bi(Xl,...,Xn)\<E,(^,...,^) (j = l , . . . , « ) •

This result was noted by de Bruijn [1, p. 27] as an immediate consequence of the theorems
of Horn [6, Theorem 3] and Weyl [9, p. 410].t It should be pointed out that, in de Bruijn's
statement of the hypothesis, there is equality in (2) for i = n. To obtain our form of the lemma,-
we simply put An+1 =/in+1 =0.

LEMMA 2. For any matrices A and B, we have

77 a,(AB) < fl s,(A) at(B) (r= 1, . . . , n).
t-V 1=1

This is a special case of an inequality due to Horn [5, Theorem 3]. Other proofs have been
given by Visser and Zaanen [8, Theorem 2] and by de Bruijn [1, Theorem 6.2].

LEMMA 3. Let A be any matrix and denote by ax, ... , a.k the characteristic roots of [-4],,..
If\a1\^...>\ak\,then

| aj ... a,- | ̂ S^A) ... Sf(A) (i = l, ... , k).

This result is due to de Bruijn [1, Theorem 8.1].

Proofs of the theorems
For any matrix A, we have by Lemmas 3 and 1,

| Es([A]k) | tZEfaiA), ... , sk(A)} (3)
(Alternatively, we can establish this inequality by making use of the Fischer- Courant minimax
principle and a theorem of Weyl [9, equation (4)] ).

Now let Uv ... , Um+1 be any unitary matrices, and write B = f/^j ... UmAmUm+l. Then,
by Lemma 2,

f With the inessential difference that Ky Fan's statement is not restricted to non-negative hermitian
matrices.

X A direct proof of the lemma (i.e. one independent of matrix theory) can also be given. One such proof
has, in fact, been communicated to the author by Professor R. Rado.
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77 « , (£)< H a , ( r = l , . . . , * ) ;

and therefore, by Lemma 1,

Using (3) with B in place of A, we therefore infer that, for any unitary matrices Ult ... , Um+l,

| EiHU^j ... UmAmUm+1]k) | < -E ,K, ... , ak) (4)

Moreover, there exist unitary matrices Vr, Wr such that

VrArWT^^ag{81(Ar), ...,s,,(Ar)} (r = l, ... , m).
Hence

F , A ^ i ... VmAmWm = diag (ffl, ... , a . ) ;

and this implies that, for a special choice of U's, the relation (4) reduces to an equality. The
proof of Theorem 1 is therefore complete.

To prove Theorem 2, we note that if cu1, ... , wn are the characteristic roots of N, then
| o>x | , ... , | con | are the singular values of N and also of N*. Hence, if U and V are unitary,
we have, by (4),

tf,([F*(J\r*l7*)'(£7ff)'F]t) < ^ ( | " i |2r, - . I «* |2r) (5)
Now N can be written in the form

N = W* .diag K , ... ,*>„). W,

where W is unitary. Hence (5) reduces to an equality for V = W*, U =1; and Theorem 2 is
therefore proved. We may note that Theorem 1 leads, in fact, to the following more general
result. Let Nlt ... , Nm be normal matrices ; denote by w{\\ ... , w^ the characteristic roots
of Ns, where | a/f | ̂ . . . ^ | o/̂ * | ; and put

pi-\t»\lK..u

Then sup | E^U.N,... UmNmUm+1]k) \ = E,{Pl Pk),

where the upper bound is taken with respect to all sets of unitary matrices Uv ... , Um+V

Finally, Theorem 3 follows at once from the case r = 1 of Theorem 2. Alternatively, we
can derive it by observing that, if fi^...3=£fc are the characteristic roots of [H]k, then
(» = 1, ... , k). Hence

and so, for any unitary matrix U,

This implies our assertion.
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